Agenda for data plate TG meeting

December 15, 2014
2:00pm EDT Start Time

1. Welcome, reading of antitrust statement and call for membership
2. Review current data plate requirements
3. Discuss potential requirements for font size, color, and durability, and data plate location
4. Set agenda items and discuss possible dates for the next call

Comments

Discussion from JC Face to Face, May 28, 2014
K.McKowen explained this issue paper was about getting data plates attached to the cabinets that are readable. There is a certain amount of illegible plates out there and the size of print is a problem as they are very difficult to read. R.Powitz said this has been discussed already today with respect to what is on the data plate. C.Binder added can we also specify location of the data plate?

5.33 Data plate(s)

A data plate(s) indicating the following shall be readily visible on the front of the cabinet:

– manufacturer's name and address;
– cabinet model;
– cabinet serial number;
– nominal set point for downflow and inflow velocities (DIM and thermal anemometer);
– type classification;
– downflow velocity test grid dimensions (Annex A, section A.8.3);
– indication that the cabinet has potentially contaminated plenums that are at positive pressure directly to the room (if applicable);
– voltage requirements; and